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A single trapped ’Be’ ion is used to investigate J a p e s 4 h m h g s dynamics for a two-level
system coupled to harmonic atomic motion We create md invtstigatenonclassicll states ofmotion
including “Schr&Iinger-sat”dates. A rundamental quantum logic gate is realized usingthe quantized
motion and internal dates as qubits. We explore acme ofthe app1icat.i~for,and problems in
realizing, quantum logic bascd on multiple trapped ions.
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Introduction

Currently, a major theme in atomic physics is coherent control of quantum states. This
theme is manifested in a number of topics such as atom interferometxy, atom optics, the
atom laser, Bose-Einstein condensation, cavity-QED, electromagnetic-induced
transparency, lasing without inversion, quantum computation, quantum cryptography,
quantum-state engineering, squeezed states, and wavepacket dynamics. A number of these
topics are the subjects of other presentations at this meeting.
In this paper we report related trapped-ion research on (1) the study of JaynesCummings dynamics for a two-level atomic system coupled to harmonic atomic motion, (2)
the study of quantum mechanical measurement problems such as the generation of
Schr6dinger-cat-like superposition states and their relation to various demherence
phenomena, and (3) coherent quantum logic for the investigation of scaling in a quantum
computer and for preparation of entangled states useful for spectroscopy.
2

Entanglement

An entangled quantum state is one where the wave function of the overall system cannot be
written as a product of the wave functions of the subsystems. In this case, a measuTement
on one of the subsystems will affect the state of the other subsystems. For example,
consider a two-level atom bound in a 1-Dharmonic well. Suppose we can create the state
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where the kets I 1) and 1 1 ) denote the two internal eigenstates of the atom (here, we use the
spin-%analog to a two-level system: a,( t ) = 4-1 1), etc. ), the second ket denotes a harmonic
oscillator eigenstate In), and 4 is a (controlled) phase factor. Ewe measure the motional
eigenstate ofthe atom and find it to be in level n,then it must also be found in the 1 internal
state if we measure a,. Similarly, if we find the atom in the n’motional state, it must be
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found in the 1 internal state. Such correlations are at the heart of the "EPR"experiments'.

Another state we will consider below is the state for N two-level atoms

where the subscript i (= 1,2, ..., N) denotes the ith atom. This state is "maximally
entangled" in the sense that a measurement of a, on any atom automatically determines the
value of a, of all other atoms.
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Jaynes-Cummings-type coupling between internal and motional stater

To achieve entanglement from an initially nonentangled system, we need to
provide a coupling between subsystems so that the state of one subsystem affects the
dynamics of another. Coupling between spins or two-level atoms can, in principle, be
achieved through a dipole-dipole interaction (like the hyperfine coupling between electron
and proton in the hydrogen atom). In a system oftrapped neutral atoms, dipoledipole
couplmg may be difiicult to control to the desired level; for trapped ions the Coulomb
repulsion inhibits strong dipole coupling between ions. However, in the case of trapped
ions, the motion can be strongly coupled to the internal levels with the application of
inhomogeneous (classical) electromagnetic fields. For example, we consider an atom
confined in a 1-D harmonic potential. The atom's dipole moment p is assumed to couple to
an electric field E(x,t) through the Hamiltonian

(I..

We have p = a++ where a+and a- are the raising and lowering operatorsfor the internal
levels (in the spin-% analog). In Eq.(3), the position x is operator which we write as x =
&(a + a+), where a and at are the dharmonic oscillator lowering and raisingoperators,
and x, is the rms spread ofthe n=Ozero-pointstate of motion. As a simple example,
supposethe field is static and the motionaloscillationik.qwcyo ofthe atom is equal to
the resananceik.qmcy o,of the internalstate transition. In its referencefiame, the atom
experiences an oscillating field due to the ,motionthrough the inhomogeneousfield. Since a
= a,,this field resonantly drives transitions between the internal states. Ifthe extent of the
atom's motion is small enough that we need only Consider the first two terms in Eq. (3), H,
can be approximated as Hm = M(a+a+ u-at) (in the interaction frame and using the
rotating wave approximation) where fl is a proportionality constant. This Hamiltonian is
also obtained ifE is sinusoidally time varying (frequency 03 and we satisfy the resonance
condition o, + a = 0,. This type of coupling was used to couple the spin and cyclotron
motion in the classic electron g 2 e q e r h x & of Dehmelt and cowoTkebsz. Formally it is
equivalent to the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonianof cavity-QED'*' which describes the
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coupling between a two-level atom and a single mode of the radiation field. This analogy
has been pointed out in various papersH; for a review, see Ref 9 and further references in
Ref. 8.
3.1

Realization a Jaynescummings-type couplingfor a trapped 'Be' ion

To controllably manipulate the internal and vibrational levels of the ion, we must (1)
initialize the ion in a well defined internal and motional state and (2) make the vibrational
level spacing (trap frequency) much larger than any internal or motional relaxation rates.
To accomplish this, we have built an rf (Paul) ion trap which confines a single %e' ion with
pseudopotential harmonic trap frequencies of (ax,a, aJ/2x = (1 1,19.29) MHZ along the
three principal axes of the trap".
The energy-level structure of %e+ is summarizedin Fig. 1. Because the ion is
harmonically bound, the internal %e' electronic states must include the ladder of external
harmonic oscillator levels of energy E, = ho(n+%), where we have considered only the xh e n s i o n of the oscillator (a = 03 and its associated quantum numbex n i n, E (0,1,2,
...). The two internal levels of interest are the %,, ground state hyperfine levels JF=2,
mF=2) (denoted by I 1)) and )F=l,m,=l) (denoted by I 1>), which are separated in frequency
by oJ2n = 1.25 G E . The other Zeeman levels are resolved from the I 1) and I t ) states by
the application of a ~ 0 . mT
2 magnetic fields.''.
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Strong field gradients can be obtained with laser fields (e"factor). In our
experiment, the field corresponding to that in Eq. (3) is provided by two laser fields which
drive stimulated-Ramantransitions between the levels of interest (Rl and F 2 of Fig. 1a).
(The use of stimulated-Ramantransitions has some technical advantages, but is formally
equivalent to driving a narrow single-photon transition.) Two-photon stimulated Raman
transitions between the I 1) and I t ) states can be driven by tuning the dif€erence fiequency
of R1 and R2 to be near a,,.The two Raman beams ( A 313 nm)are generated i?om a
single laser source and acousto-optic modulator, allowing excellent stability of their relative
fiequency and phase. Both beams are detuned ARx.112 GHz fiom the excited 2pln
electronic state (radiative hewidth y/2x .I 19.4 MHz), and the polarizationS are set to
couple through the T1,(F=2, m,=2) level (the next nearest levels are the T, states which
are over 200 GHz away and can be neglected). Because A >> y, the excited 9
' state can be
adiabaticallyeliminated in a theoretical description, resulting in a coupling between the two
ground states which exhibits a linewidth inversely proportional to the interaction time.
When R1 and R2 are applied to the ion with wavevector difference 6 f = f , - f2along the
x-direction, the effective coupling Hamiltonian in the rotating-wave approximation is given
by

The coupling strength g depends on A and the intensity of the laser beams, q = I x, =
0.2 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter, ~0 = (h/2ma)ln = 7 nm, and 6 is the difference between
the relative frequency of the two Raman beams and a,. Setting 6 f to be parallel to the xaxis of the trap, yields almost no coupling between the internal states and motion in the yand z-directions.
If 8 = o(n'-n), transitions are resonantly driven between the levels I 1p) and I t p')
at a rate
which is dependent on n and n"' . Starting fiom the I 1) In) state, application of
a Rabi -x pulse coherently transfers the ion to the1 t ) In') state; this corresponds to applying
the Raman beams for a duration r such that &r = lr12. If we apply the Raman beams for
half of this time, we create the entangled state of Eq. (1). Here, we will assume the ion is
confined in the Lamb-Dicke limit (IbE(
<< 1) and will consider three transitions.
The carrier, at 6 = 0, drives transitions between states
I t sl> withRabi fkquency
= g. The "first red sideband," correspondingto 6 = -a,drives transitions between
= gqJn. This coupling is analogous to the
states I 1,n) I t 9-1) with Rabi hquency
case in cavity-QED' where ena'gyis coherently exchanged between the internal and
external degrees of f i d o m . The "first blue sidebandmat b = +a,drives transitions
between states I 1,n) I 1 p+l) with Rabi frequency
= gq(n+l)*.
Preparation of the I 1) In=O) state is accomplished by first Doppler cooling the ion
to (n) 1, followed by sideband laser cooling using stimulated Raman transitions". For
sideband laser cooling, x pulses on the first red sideband (I I ) l d I1)ln-1)) are alternated
with repumping cycles using nearly resonant radiation (Fig. 1b) - which results (most
probably) in transitions I 1) Id 1 1) In). These steps are repeated (typically 5 times) until
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the ion resides in the I I) 10)state with high probability (> 0.9).
From the I 1) IO) state, we are able to coherently create states of the foxm I 1)I(x),
where the motional state I ( x ) = Z,Cnei"l n> and the C, are complex. We can analyze the
motional state created as follows: The Raman beams are pulsed on for a time T and the
probability P,(T)that the ion is in the I 1) internal state is measured The experiment is
repeatedfor a range of r values. When the Raman beams are tuned to the first blue
sideband, the expected signal is

where P, = 1 C,I 'is the probability of fmding the ion in state n and y. are experimentally
determined decay constants. The internal state I 1) is detected by applying near-resonant dpolarized laser radiation (beam D2, Fig. lb) between the I 1) and Vm(F=3, mp3) energy
levels. Because this is a cycling transition, detection efficiency is near
The
measured signal P,(T)can be inverted (Fourier cosine transform), allowing the extraction of
the probability distribution of vibrational state occupation P,. This signal does not show the
phase coherences (phase factors of the CJ, which must be verified separatelyS.12.The most
complete characterization is achieved with a state reconstruCtion technique".

uniw".

3.2

Creation of Coherent and Schriidinger-Catstates

We have created and analyzed thermal, Fock, squeezed, coherent, Schrodinger-cat states,
and superpositions of Fock state^^'^^'; here we briefly describe the creation and
measurements of coherent and Schrodinger-cat states. A coherent state of motion

cofTesponds to a displaced zero-point wave-packet oscillating in the potential well with
amplitude 21 a 1%. From Eq. (9,P,(T)for a coherent state will undergo quantum collapses
and revivals". These revivals are a purely quantum effect due to the discrete energy levels
and the narrow distribution of Sf8fes4-I4.
We have produced coherent states of ion motion fiom the I 1) IO) state by applying
either a resonant (frequency o)classical driving field or a "moving standing wave" of laser
radiation which resonantly drives the ion motion through the dipole force^''. ILIFig. 2, we
show a measurement of P,(T)after creation of a coherent state of motion, exhibiting the
expected collapse and revival signature. (For comparison, see the cavity-QED experiment
of Ref. 4.) This data is fitted to JQ.( 5 ) assuming a Poissonian distribution, allowing only
(n) to vary. The inset shows the results of a separate analysis, which yield the probabilities
of the Fock-state components, extracted by applying a Fourier cosine transform to P ,(r) at
the hown frequencies as described above. These amplitudes display the expected
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Poissonian dependence on n.
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Fig 2. P,(r) for a col"tdatc driven by the f d blue rideband htaadon,showing collapse and revival
behavior. Thc data .nfitted to a oohcrartatate distribulion, yielding(n) = 341). 'Lhc inset showsthe results of
invatingtbe' data by employing a Fourier cosine traapfam at the known Rabi hq~cncieS
L,fitied
,
to a PoisMniandistribution,yielding (n) = 2.9(1). Each data point Feprrsente an avaage of e4000 memmnmts,
orlrofiategntion

A Schr6dinger-cat state is a coherent superposition of classical-like states. In
SchrOdhger's original thought experiment", he described how one could, in principle,
entangle a superposition state of an atom with a macroscopic-scale superposition of a live
and dead cat. In our experiment1', we construct an analogous state, on a smaller scale, with
a single atom. We create the state

where Ia,) and I aJ are coherent m o t i d states and 4 is a (controlled) phase factor. The
coherent states of the superposition are spatially separated by mesoscopic distances much
greater than the size ofthe atom wavepacket which has a spread equal to A.
Analysis of this state is inkresting h m the point of view of the "quantum
measurement problem," an issue that has been debated since the inception of quantum
t h q by Einstein, Bohr,and .othm,and Continues today16. One practical approach toward
resolving this controversy is the introduction of quantum decoherence, or the
environmentally induced reduction of quantum superpositions into classical statistical
mixtures". Decoherence provides a way to Quantify the elusive boundary between classical
and quantum worlds, and almost always precludes the existence of macroscopic
Schrbdinger-cat states, except at extremely short time scales. On the other hand, the
creation of mesoscopic Schr6dinger-cat states like that of Eq. (7)may allow controlled
studies of quantum decoherence and the quantum-classical boundary. This problem is
directly relevant to quantum computation.
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In our experiment, we create a Schrtkiingex-cat state of the single-ion %e+
harmonic oscillator (Eq. (7)) with a sequence of laser pulses’*. First, we create a state of the
form(I1) +61l))ln=O)/J2withaxnpulseontheRamancarriertransition(Sec. 3.1). To
spatially separate the I1) and I f ) components of the wave function, we apply a coherent
excitation with an optical dipole force which, because of the polarization of the beams used
to create the force, selectively excites the motion of only the I 1) state. We then swap the I 1)
and I r ) states with a x-canier pulse and reapply the dipole force with a different phase to
create the state of Eq. (7). In principle, if we could make IaItl large enough, we could
design a detector which could directly detect the (distinguishable) position of the particle
and comlate it with a spin measurement’*. Instead,to analyze this state in our experiment,
we apply an additional laser pulse to couple the inkanal states, and we measure the resulting
interfkrence of the distinct wavepackets. With this interferometer, we can establish the
correlations inherent in Eq. (7). the separation of the wavepackets, & the phase coherence
4 between components of the wavefunction. These experiments are described in Ref. 12.
The interference signal should be very sensitive to decoherence. As the separation Ia, a*(
is made larger, demherence is expected to exponentiallydegrade the fiinge contrast‘*”.
We remark that other experiments generate Schrbdinger-cats in the same sense as
in our experimmt. Examples are atom inte~-fmometer~’~~,
and Superpositions of electron
wavepackets in atom.?’ (also, see additional citations in Ref. 12). However, as opposed to
these experiments, the harmonic oscillator cat states of Eq.(7) do not disperse in time. This
lack of dispersion provides a simple visualization of the “cat” (e.g., a marble rolling back
and forth in a bowl which can be simultaueously at opposite extremes of motion) and should
allow controlled studies of decoherence models.

-
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Quantum Logic

Interestin quantum cOmputation in the atomic physics community was stimulated, in part,
by a talk given by Artur Ekert at the last ICAP meetine. Subsequently, Ignacio Cirac and
Peter Z~lle?’ proposed an attractive scheme for a quantum computer which would use a
string of ions in a hear trap as “qubits.” This proposal has stimulated experimental efforts
in several laboratories including tho= at Innsbruck, Los Alamos National Laboratory, IBM,
and NIST.
Each qubit in a quantum computer could be implemented by a two-level atomic
system;fix the ith qubif we label these states I and I 1)i as above. In general, any
quantum computation c8n be comprisedof a Series of single-bit rotations and two-bit
“~troI.Ied-NOT”
(CN)logic operatiomFsJ. We tm interested in implementing these two
ope.rations in a system of%+ i q . Single-bit rotations are straightfonvard and correspond
to drivingRaman carrier transitions (Sec.3.1) for a controlledtime. Such rotations have
been achieved in many previous experiments. Next, we describe the demonstration of a
nontrivial CN logic gate with a single %e? ion%.
4.1

“Conditional dynamics ’’ and a single-ion controlled-not logic gate

The key to making a quantum logic gate is to provide conditional dynamics; that is, we
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desire to perform on one physical subsystem a unitary transformation which is conditioned
upon the quantum state of another subsystemn. In the context of cavity QED, the required
conditional dynamics at the quantum level has recently been demonstratedn3. For trapped
ions, conditional dynamics at the quantum level has been demonstrated in verifications of
zero-point laser coo ling"^. Recently, we demonstrated a CN logic gate with the ability to
prepare arbitraq input states (the “keyboard”).
A two-bit quantum CN operation provides the transformation:

where el,% E (0.1) and e is addition modulo 2. The (implicit) phase factor in the
transformation is equal to 1. In this expression E, is the called the control bit and e2is the
target bit. If = 0, the target bit remains unchanged; if el = 1, the target bit flips. In the
single-ion experiment of Ref. 26, the control bit is the quantized state of one mode of the
ion‘s motion. Ifthe motional state is In*), it is taken to be a IE,*) state; ifthe motional
state is In=1), it is taken to be a I q = l ) state. The target states are two ground-hyperfine
states of the ion, the I 1) and I t ) states of Sec. 3.1 with the identification here I 1) Iez=0)
and I 1 ) I ez=l).Following the notation of Sec. 3.1, the CN operation is realized by
applying three Raman laser pulses in succession:

-

-

A “d2-pulse” is applied on the spin canier transition For a certain choice of
initial phase, this corresponds to the operator V(d2)of Ref. 23.
A 21r-pulse is applied on the first blue sideband transition between levels I t ) and

an auxiliary level lam) in the ion (the (F=2,MP==O)
level in %e’). This operator
is analogous to the operator q1
of Ref. 23. This operation provides the
conditional dynamics for the controlled-not operation in that it changes the sign of
the I t ) In=l) component of the wavefunction but leaves the sign of the I t ) In=O)
component of the wavehction unchanged.
A d2-pulse is applied to the spin carrier transition with a 180”phase shift relative
to step (1a). This comesponds to the operator V(-x/2) of Ref. 23.
Steps (1 a) and (1c) cau be regarded as two resonant pulses (of opposite phase) in the
Ramsey separated-field method of spectroscopy. We can see that if step (b) is active
(thereby changing the sign of the It ) In=1) component of the wave function) then a spin flip
is produced by the Ramsey fields. If step (1b) inactive. the net effect of the Ramsey fields
is to leave the spin state unchanged This CN operation can be incorporated to provide an
overall CN operation between two ions in an ensemble of N ions if we choose the ion
oscillator mode to be the center-ofmass (C0M)’mode of the ensemble. Specifically, to
realize a controlled-not C, between two ions (m = control bit, k = target bit), we first
assume the COM is prepared in the m p o i n t state. The initial state of the system is
therefore given by
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(9)

C* can be accomplished with the following steps:

(2a)

Apply a x-pulse on the red sideband of ion m (the assumption is that ions can be
addressed separatelp). This accomplishes the mapping (aI I ), + f3 I t >J
10)
I l),(alO) - &Pll)) ,and correspondsto the operator
' U of Ref. 23. We note
that in our experiments, we prepare the state (aI 1) + p I t )) IO) using the carrier
transition (Sec.3.1). We can then implement the mapping (aI 1) + p 1 1>)10)
I I),(alO) - @p I I)). This is the "keyboard" operation for preparation of arbitrary
motional input states for the CN gate of steps 1a - 1c above. Analogous mapping
of internal state superpositions to motional state superpositions were
demonstrated in Ref. 26.
Apply the CN operation (steps 1a - 1c above) between the COM motion and ion k.
Repeat step (2a).

-

-

(2b)
(2c)

-

-

Overall, C,providesthemappings I I ) , ~ I > k l o > I I > , ~ 1)klo>, I1>,1 t>klo> I1>,1 t)klo),
I t>,l l)k10) I t),l f>klo) ,and I r),l !)klo) I I),[ 1)klO) Which is the desired logic of Eq.
(8). Effectively, C:, works by mapping the internal state of ion m onto the COM motion.
performing a CN between the motion and ion n, and then mapping the COM state back onto
ion m. The resulting CN between ions m and k is not really merent from the CN described
by Cirac and Zoller', because the operations V(0) and Viocommute.

-

4.2

+

Quantum Registers and Schr6dinger C a b

The state represented by Eq. (9) is of the same form as that of Eq. (7). Both involve
entangled superpositions and both are subject to the destructive effects of dewherence.
Creation of Schr6dingercats likeEq. (7) is particularlyrelevant to the ion-based quantum
computer because the primary source of dewhemice will probably be due to decoherence
of the 1 n=O,1) motional states during the logic operations.
5

Potential for, and Problemr with, Trapped-Ion Quantum Logic

Quantum computationhas received a great deal of attention recently because of the
algorithm proposed by Peter Shor for &cient factorizationw. This has important
implications for public-key data encryption where the security of these systems is due to the
inability to efficiently factorize large numbers. To accomplish quantum factorization is
extremely formidable with any technology; however, other applications of quantum logic
may be more tractable.
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5.1

Positive Aspects of Trapped-Ion Quantum Logic

Internal state decoherencecan be relatively small in experiments on trapped ions. The ions'
energy level structure is, of course,perhubed at some level by electric and magnetic fields.
However, energy level shifts caused by electric fields (Stark shifts) tend to be quite small
and, in many cases, level shifts due to magnetic fields can be controlled well enough. This
is evident h m trapped-ion atomic clock experiments where linewidths smaller than 0.001
Hz have been achieved"32,indicating internal state coherence times exceeding 10 min.
The required laser cooling to In=O)has been demonstrated"" for single ions. A
String of laser-cooled ions (Fig. 3), which could be used as a quantum register, has been
achieved in a linear ion trap33f4,but an immediate future task will be to achieve zero-point
cooling (for at least the COM mode) on an ensemble of ions. For a computation performed
on an ensemble of ions in a trap, this need not be done extremely well. All we require is
that the cooling be sufikient that the ion's COM mode is predominantly in the n=O state, so
the ''cwrect" answer to a computation is obtained most of the time. Similarly, although
the basic
nearly unit detection efficiency has been achieved with trapped
requirement is that the noise in the "readout" of the quantum register should minimizethe
number of times the calculation is repeated.

-
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Estimates of motional decoherence times fiom the In=O,1) states, due to

fundamentalcauses, should be v q long (more than 100 s)". However, these predictions
have not been realized experimentally and the causes of the observed decoherence"" must
still be found.
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5.2

Problems and Possible Solutions

Many problems may conspire to prevent large-scale quantum computation; some of the
problems relevant to trapped ions are briefly mentioned here. More complete analyses are
given else~here,”*~.
Motional decoherence can arise fiom fluctuatingtrap fields and radiative coupling
to the environment. The integrity of the trap electrode structure is expected to play an
important role, particularly ifthe number of ion qubits becomes large. Lithographic
techniques for constructing electrode^'^ may be usem to insure accurate dimensional
tolerances. With these techniques, it may also be possible to incorporate accurate
(Josephson) voltage standards and (superconducting) flux magnetometers into the structure.
Laser power fluctuations will affect the fidelity of the rotations and logic gates (for
example, 7d2 rotations become x R f E rotations where E is unknown). Although the effects
depend on the form of the noise and on the computational algorithm, a conservative estimate
is to assume that phase errors accumulate linearly with the number of elemental operations.
A computation requiring lo6elemental operations would therefore require an intensity
stability of one part in lo6over the time of the computation. With current algorithms,
factorization of large numbers will require even more elemental operations, so extreme laser
stabilizationwill be required.
We have noted some of the advantages of using stimulated Raman transitions in
quantum logicz6.One apparent disadvantage is that, since the Raman beams are detuned
from a virtual optical level, the energy levels are shifted by AC-Stark effects [seefor
example Ref. 361. These effects are absent in single-photon transitions as assumed in Ref.
23. Therefore, if stimulated-Raman transitions are used and if the laser intensities fluctuate,
additional Stark-inducedphase errors will accumulate. However, we can show58 that these
errors are of the same order as those incurred from the angular errors of the preceding
paragraph, if the two Raman laser intensities are approximately equal.
The scheme of Cirac and ZolleP assumes that the laser beams can separately
address individual ion qubits. This necessitates a tradeoff between two factors. We desire
that the ions be well separated spatially to allow a focused laser beam to address only one
ion at a time. However, we also desire to spectrally isolate individual modes of the ion
motion, to insure the fidelity of the logic. The closer in frequency the “contaminating”
transitions (from coupling to other motional modes)are, the slower the logic speed must be
to obtain isolation. To give an idea of the problem, we note that the separation of two 9ee’
ions confined in a harmonic well of frequency v = onlr is given by d = 9.21~” where d is
in micrometers and v in megahertz. For longer strings, the spacing of the central ions
becomes close?. Although the focusing predicted with the use of Gaussian beam formulas
implies the required isolation could be obtained for v up to a few MHz, in practice, stray
light intensity will undoubtedly be a problem. With the use of stimulated-Ramantransitions
’-, one solution for this problem is to take advantage of the inherent AC Stark shifts. The
basic idea is that the (resonant) Rabi frequencies g,,& of the two Raman beams are made
substantially di%erent, say g,>>g,. The transition ikqency for the selected qubit is
therefore shifted from the frequency of adjacent ions so that the adjacent ions are relatively
unaffected. Unfortunately, the sensitivity to intensity fluctuations also becomes worse by the
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ratio g,Ig2*.
A large scale computation will require a large qubit register. This makes it
extremely hard to isolate unwanted motional mode transitions h m the desired one=. As
noted in Ref. 23, the desired COM trap-axis mode frequency in a linear trap is smaller than
other trap axis modes and can therefore be relatively well isolated spectrally. However, as
the number of ions in the trap increases, the radial mode &equencieswill tend to overlap the
COM mode fkquency. Also,multi-mode excitations may become a problem when the
dif€erencefrequency of the modes is close to the COM mode frequency. Therefore, a
multiplexing scheme for ion qubit registers seems desirable; we discuss one possibility
below.
X3

A I - or 2-qubit ion accumulator

One possibility for multiplexing in a trapped-ion quantum computer is to pdorm all logic
in minimal accumulatorswhich hold one or two ions at a tim?. Ions would be shuftled
around in a "super-register" and into and out of the accumulators which are well shielded
from the other ions. The shuflfling could be accomplished with interconnected h e a r traps
with segmented electrodes; this appears possible with the use of lithographic techniques.
Single-bit rotations on the mth ion would be accomplished by moving that ion into an
accumulator. Logic operations between ions m and k would be accomplished by first
moving these ions into an accumulator. An accumulator would hold a second species of ion
(say Mg+)which could be used to provide laser cooling to the In=O) level (of the mode used
for the gate) $necessary. Therefore, for logic operations, an accumulator would hold two
computational ions and the auxiliary ion. This scheme should make it easier to select ions
with laser beams because it should be straightforward to address one ion while nulling the
laser intensity on the other ion, even with very high trap fkquencies. The very small
number of logic ions in an accumulator (1 or 2)would make extnneous mode coupling
much easier to avoid. The main problem appears to be that computational speed is reduced
because of the time required to shutne ions in and out of the accumulator and provide laser
cooling with the auxiliary ion, if required. However, energy shifts of the ion's internal
structure, due to the electric fields required to move the ion, need not be severe. For
example, to move a %e+ from restto a location 1 cm away (and back to rest) in 1 ps would
require a field of less than 50 V/cm. Electric fields of this order should give negligible
phase shifts in qubits based on hyperfine structure4'. The phase shift caused by time dilation
would be less than 1 pad.
5.4

Perspective on Ion Quantum Computation

To be usehl for factorization, a quantum computer must be able to factorize a 200 digit
decimal number. This w
ill require a few thousand ions and perhaps 1O9 elementary
operatiom?. Given the current state-of-the art (one ion and about 10 operations), we
should therehe be skeptical. Decoherencewill be most decisive in determining the fate of
quantum computation. Already, decoherence h m spontaneous emission appears to limit
the number of operations possible4243. The experiments can be expected to improve
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dramatically, but we must hope for mom efficient algorithms or ways to patch them (such as
error correction schemes2') before large scale factorization is possible.
Any quantum system that might be contemplated in quantum computation must be
reproducible, stable, and well isolated from the environment. Quantum dots have the
potential advantage of large scale integration using microfabrication; however at the present
time, they d e r kom lack of precise reproducibility and excessive decoherence. Trapped
ions are reproducible and relatively immune to environmental perturbations - this is the
reason they are candidates for advanced fiequency standards". In principle, high
information density could be achieved by scalingdown the electrodes; however, we must
then worry about excessive environmental coupling such as magnetic field perturbations
caused by impurities andor currents in the (nearby) trap ele~trodes'~.Electric field
perturbations will also become important. Therdore, in terms of scale, the trapped ion
system may be close to optimum.
Finally, factorization,discrete logs, and certain other mathematical computations
appear to be the hardest problems that quantum logic might be applied to. One of the
applications for quantum computation that Richard Feynman originally had in mind was to
simulate quantum mechanical ~alculations'~.This idea is being explored again with new
possibilities in mind&. Below, we consider an application to atomic measurement.
6

Quantum Logic Applied to Spectroscopy

We conclude by discussing a possible application of quantum logic in the realm of atomic
physics. This application has the advantage of being useful with a relatively small number
of ions and logic operations.
Entangled atomic states can improve the quantum-limited signal-to-noise ratio in
spe~troscopf~~*~'.
In spectroscopy experiments on N atoms, in which changes in atomic
populations are detected, we can view the problem in the following way using the spin-%
analogy for two-level atoms. We assume spectroscopy is pedormed by applying (classical)
fields of fiequency O, for a time TRaccording to the Ramsey method of separated fields?
Atter applying these fields, we measure the final state populations. For example, we might
measure the operator R corresponding to the number of atoms in the I I ) state. In the spin% analog, this is equivalent to measuring the operator J., since.R= Jf - J, where f is the
identity operator.
If all technical sources of noise are eliminated, the signal-to-noise ratio (for
repeated measurements) is fundamentally limited by the quantum fluctuations in the number
of atoms which are observed to be in the I 1) state. These fluctuations can be called
quantum "projection" noise". If spestroscopyis performed on N initiallyuncorrelated
atoms (e.g., 'P(t=O)= IT,/ ). the imprecision in a determination of the frequency of the
transition is limited by projection noise to.
,)oA(
= l/@lTR~)'where T >> T, is the total
averaging time. If the atoms can be initiallyprepared in entangled states, it is possible to
achieve (Ao),
< l/(NT,r)'. Initial theoretical investigations6f6examined the use of
)oA(
< ~/(NT,T)' when the population (J,) was
correlated states which could achieve ,
measured. More recent theoretical investigations4' consider the initial state to be one where,
after the first Ramsey pulse, the internal state is the maximally entangled state of Eq. (2).
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Afkr applying the Ramsey fields, we measure the operator d = lT,a~instead of J, (or
For unit detection efficiency, we can achieve (A@),. = l/(NZT,r)" which is the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio possible. For an atomic clock where T, is fmed by other constraints,
this means that the time required to reach a certain measurement precision (stability) is
reduced by a factor of N relative to the uncorrelated-atom case. In termsof quantum
computation,this amounts to a computation of the function cOs(N(0 - 039. Of course,
this computation has special sigruficance for the measurement of a,,(an intrinsic computer
parameter) but otherwise is much better suited for a classical computer! See Ref. 50 for
related work.
Cirac and Zolle?' have outlined a scheme for producing the state in Eq.(2) using
quantum logic gates. Using the notation of Sec. 3.1, we would firstapply a d2 rotation to
ion 1 to create the state V = 2%(I +@I 1>,)1
Wethen apply the CN gate of
I), ...I
Eq. (8) sequentially between ion 1 and ions 2 through N to achieve the state of Eq. (2). An
alternative methcd for generating this state, without the need of addressing individual ions
is described in Ref 47.
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